**Adriano**

115 3 seat sofa, in exclusive stain resistant Pavia fabric. L 241 x D 97 cm. Available in other sizes and colours.

**Plector**

Coffee table, white laminate top with base in brushed stainless steel. L 84 x W 77 x H 35 cm or L 103 x W 95 x H 42 cm.

**Ghost**

Lounge chair, in stain resistant Planet fabric. Available in many other colours and leather.

**TroPhy**

Moose, white, L 80 x H 65 cm.

**Striped**

Round puff, grey/black/white, D 45 x H 31 cm.

**Frozen River**

Cushion, black/white/grey, L 45 x H 30 cm.

**Ripped**

Bowl in ceramic, stone grey, D 31 x H 22 cm.

**Deer**

Cushion, offwhite/brown, H 50 x L 50 cm.

**Batic**

Cushion, H 50 x L 50 cm.

**Malte**

Vase, light blue glass, D 21 x H 30 cm.

**Cast**

Pendant in ceramic, grey, D 24.5 x L 33 cm.

**Twiggy**

Handtufted carpet, bluegrey, W 170 x L 240 cm.

**IDdesign**

IDdesign takes its origin from the Scandinavian design tradition. With an unveiled focus on customer needs, carefully selected designers draw lines between our Nordic roots and the modern life of our customers.

We believe that quality, comfort and personality play an equally important role in a home. The result of this is a stylistically consistent series of furniture and accessories, which besides cementing a timeless design philosophy also represents value for money.

Welcome to IDdesign.
INSPIRATION IS A LARGE PART OF A HOME

Whether you are dreaming about living in a pure style or you prefer a bohemian design, inspiration is a good place to start when decorating your home. Little things can make a world of a difference, and large furniture can be used in a number of ways that will change the expression of a room completely.

Our goal with this catalogue is therefore to inspire you. To explore new trends, to see things from a different angle – to find exactly those details that make a beautiful room YOUR beautiful room.

The decoration tips you will see are carefully selected by our skilled stylists with a unique eye for forms, colours and significant details.

We have focused on guiding you through the trends that unfold in colours, material and textures. Our carefully composed style groups Deluxe, Global, Upnordic and Urban are all an expression of the ways in which interior trends can manifest themselves in different ways just now.

In the back of the catalogue, you will find the address of the store closest to you. We hope to see you in one of our exciting stores – where we can show you our entire home ware selection and give you a unique shopping experience.

Welcome to our inspiring world!

Søren Jørgensen
IDdesign, manager
Finding your own style can be surprisingly easy, if you only follow a number of simple decoration guidelines. Take, as a starting point, the prominent piece of furniture in the room – as in this room, where the sofa is very striking. Choose a secondary colour and keep the styling tone-in-tone to achieve a feeling of elegance and class. If the colour of the furniture is dominant as here, it is a good idea to choose bright, beige shades and avoid contrasting colours in order to maintain a calm and exclusive expression. The floating feeling in the colours provides peace and coherency.

**POLA** 2 seat sofa, in velvet fabric. L 164 x D 102 cm. **SYDNEY** mirror, silver, D 77 cm. **BOTTLE** ceramic vase, purple, H 59 cm. **BOHEME** ceramic vase, light grey, H 55 cm. **ALEXANDRA** floor lamp, silver base and silver shade, H 114 cm. **MINH** bamboo print, ivory, W 50 x L 35 cm. **FAME** dip dyed blanket, camel, L 170 x W 240 cm. **BOHEME** ceramic vase, light grey, H 55 cm. **RAVE** carpet, camel, W 170 x L 240 cm. **MAY** purple orchid, canvas print, W 80 x L 80 cm. **LENE SCHLEIMANN** Head stylist at IDdesign HQ.

**AFTER**

**MAKE YOUR OWN STYLE**

**URBAN**

**UPNORDIC**

**GLOBAL**

**DELUXE**

Finding your own style can be surprisingly easy, if you only follow a number of simple decoration guidelines. Take, as a starting point, the prominent piece of furniture in the room – as in this room, where the sofa is very striking. Choose a secondary colour and keep the styling tone-in-tone to achieve a feeling of elegance and class. If the colour of the furniture is dominant as here, it is a good idea to choose bright, beige shades and avoid contrasting colours in order to maintain a calm and exclusive expression. The floating feeling in the colours provides peace and coherency.

**GO DELUXE**

Choose these items to catch the romantic Deluxe style.

**BEFORE**

**DELUXE COLOURS**

Style tip: Choosing exquisite accessories will make all the difference in your home.
Velvet, metallic colours, prisms, embroideries, pearls and paliettes... Deluxe is a style that does not hide for anyone. In a voluminous, dominant and feminine manner, it decorates the home that welcomes extravagance and plenty of details. Deluxe pays tribute to the romantic and decadent aspects with its shining, smooth and/or velvety surfaces supplemented by soft pastels that bring images of roses and mint into your mind.
A BRIGHT TOUCH
of romance

BIG module corner sofa, in West fabric. L 434 x D 340 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. WATERFALL coffee table, in white high gloss with 2 drawers in black. L 120 x W 80 x H 30 cm. CLIFF TV bench, in white high gloss. L 185/295 x D 38 x H 20/40 cm. Available in other colours. IDDESIGN luxury seat bag, with stain resistant Ortona fabric. L 110 x D 120 cm. DAHLIAS w/ pink flowers, canvas print. W 60 x H 80 cm. GREY DAISIES w/ white flower, original painting. W 70 x H 70 cm. GREY DAISIES II w/ white flowers, original painting. W 70 x H 70 cm.

Style tip: Use the sofa to create small environments in a large room, or make use of its ability to be separated.

MARIE table lamp in smoke grey glass and white shade. H 85 cm. 4-CANDLESTICKS on tray, aluminium. H 46 cm. MARIA pendant, D 75 cm. VANESSA cushion, rose. L 35 x W 50 cm. NATHALIE cushion, rose. L 45 x W 45 cm. FAYE dyed wool blanket, rose. L 170 x W 180 cm. BESS vase, silver ceramics. H 70 cm.

CLIFF TV bench, in white high gloss. L 185/295 x D 38 x H 20/40 cm.
**DElUXE nAPOLI** 3 seat with chaise long, in soft Murcia fabric. L 180 x D 152 cm. Available in other sizes and colours.

**nAPOLI** armchair, in soft Murcia fabric. L 90 x D 99 cm. Available in other colours.

**ARTE** coffee table, in white with glass top. L 100 x W 60 x H 35 cm. **RAY** carpet, available in many colours and sizes.

**MELANGE** cluster pendant, white metal, D 45 x H 120 cm.

**SWEET** home floor lamp, white, H 160 cm. **HURRICANE** hammered aluminium/glass, H 90 cm. **STITCH** vase in aluminium, H 50 cm. **STORAGE** box with lid, set of 3, H 25/30/35 cm.

**NATHALIE** cushion, white, L 45 x W 45 cm. **ADRIA** cushion, brown/white embroidery, L 50 x W 50 cm. **ADRIA** cushion with sequins, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**MARRAKESH** cushion, white with beige embroidery, L 40 x W 60 cm. **NOVA** blanket, off-white, L 170 x W 150 cm. **SATIN ROSE** wallpaper, W 0.53 x L 10.05 m.

**COCOON** 3 seat sofa, in stain resistant Ortuna fabric. L 229 x D 90 cm. Available in other sizes and colours.

**LOUISIANA** 3 seat with chaise long, in santos leather with adjustable neckrest. L 279 x D 163 cm.

**OPINEL** angle sofa, in Dallas fabric. L 428 x D 190 cm.

**OPIE** coffee table, round with TV stand and built-in LED light, white with dark ash. L 325 x D 55 x H 187 cm.

**MelAnGe** cluster pendant, white metal, D 45 x H 120 cm.

**StorAGe** box with lid, set of 3, H 25/30/35 cm.

**AdriA** cushion, brown/white embroidery, L 50 x W 50 cm. **AdriA** cushion with sequins, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**MArrAkesh** cushion, white with beige embroidery, L 40 x W 60 cm.

**NovA** blanket, off-white, L 170 x W 150 cm. **SoFaS** Golden Dragonfly original painting, gold/white, W 60 x L 60 cm.

**REtro** vase, bronze ceramic, H 32 cm. **REtro** vase, bronze ceramic, H 50 cm. **DUPiON** silk cushion, beige, W 50 x L 50 cm. **VanESSA** cushion, white, W 50 x L 50 cm. **WallPaper** cushion, sand/gold, W 45 x L 45 cm.

**LOUVRE CLASSiC** floor lamp, white metal, H 175 cm.
DELUXE

Choose a style

Deluxe is leaning towards a more classic style, but can easily be added a twinkle and an edge. This could be in the shape of extraordinary lamps or other spectacular and over-the-top accessories that appear throughout in the entire room. Carpets give an edge in their own fashion, but also contribute to bringing the sofa set and the somewhat bristly accessories together.

CLASSIC WITH A TWIST

Adriano 115 corner sofa, in stain resistant Mera-nello fabric. L 315 x D 315 cm.

Beanbag XL, in white. L 110 x D 120 cm. Also available in L 90 x D 120 cm.

Valley TV unit, in white with drawer. L 240 x D 46.5 x H 42 cm.

Prairie coffee table, white with chrome base. L 90 x W 90 x H 35 cm.

Victoria glass mirror, W 92 x L 124 cm. Form table lamp, white, H 96.5 cm. Also available in black.

Nathalie cushion, silver, W 45 x L 45 cm.

Vanessa cushion, dark grey, W 35 x L 50 cm.

Rib vase, aluminium, H 32 cm.

Estelle vase blue fibreglass, H 120 cm.

Dip-dyed blanket, beige/sand, L 170 x W 130 cm.

Noble bowtie cushion, white velvet, L 40 x W 60 cm.

Blanche round cushion, brown velvet, D 40 cm.

Vanessa cushion, white, L 35 x W 50 cm.

Simply cushion, sapphire, L 45 x W 45 cm.

Josephine table lamp, smoke grey glass, H 60 cm.

Ray carpet, available in many colours and sizes.

Singing original painting, W 100 x L 100 cm.

Bayswater cushion, brown/grey, W 40 x L 60 cm.

ATHENA pendant w/feathers, D 50 cm.

ATHENA floor lamp w/feathers, H 177 cm.

Antique cushion, L 30 x W 25 cm.

Faye dip-dyed blanket, beige/sand, L 170 x W 130 cm.

Noble bowtie cushion, white velvet, L 40 x W 60 cm.

Blanche round cushion, brown velvet, D 40 cm.

Vanessa cushion, white, L 35 x W 50 cm.

Simply cushion, sapphire, L 45 x W 45 cm.

Josephine table lamp, smoke grey glass, H 60 cm.

Ray carpet, available in many colours and sizes.

Singing original painting, W 100 x L 100 cm.

Bayswater cushion, brown/grey, W 40 x L 60 cm.
KOBÉ sideboard, white lacquer with 3 doors and 3 drawers. L 245 x D 45 x H 79 cm.

PARIS mirror, silver, W 95 x L 95 cm.

A STRICT EYE for extravagance

TUINDRA 2 dining table, in white with extension. L 200/270 x W 120 x H 77 cm.
MARS dining chair, in brown Viva fabric. Available with or without arm.
ISABELLA table lamp, silver base w/white shade, H 45 cm.
BLANCHÉ round cushion, silver, D 40 x H 14 cm.

TUNDRA 2 dining table, in white with extension. L 200/270 x W 120 x H 77 cm. MARS dining chair, in brown Viva fabric. Available with or without arm. ISABELLA table lamp, silver base w/white shade, H 45 cm. LUX handle holder, white w/diamonds, H 45 cm. BLANCHÉ round cushion, silver, D 40 x H 14 cm.

a sTrICT EyE for extravaganCe

TUINDRA 2 dining table, in white with extension. L 200/270 x W 120 x H 77 cm. MARS dining chair, in brown Viva fabric. Available with or without arm. ISABELLA table lamp, silver base w/white shade, H 45 cm. LUX handle holder, white w/diamonds, H 45 cm. BLANCHÉ round cushion, silver, D 40 x H 14 cm.

EVELYN pendant, shiny aluminium, D 45 cm.
GLIMPSE dining table, white lacquer with storage for one extension plate. L 200/300 x W 100 x H 81 cm.
FAT MAN dining chair in white PU leather.

PURI spoon, black handle, L 20 cm.
SILVIA wineglass w/silver base, H 23.5 x D 9.5 cm.
VOTIVE big trinket w/dots, silver, H 15 cm.
PLATTER in silver, hammered look, D 31 cm.
MOVING flat plate, white, D 19 cm, 26 cm, 28.5 cm.
MOVING deep plate, white, D 22 cm.
MOVING bowl, white, D 18 cm.

TUINDRA 2 dining table, in white with extension. L 200/270 x W 120 x H 77 cm. MARS dining chair, in brown Viva fabric. Available with or without arm. ISABELLA table lamp, silver base w/white shade, H 45 cm. LUX handle holder, white w/diamonds, H 45 cm. BLANCHÉ round cushion, silver, D 40 x H 14 cm.

EVELYN pendant, shiny aluminium, D 45 cm.
GLIMPSE dining table, white lacquer with storage for one extension plate. L 200/300 x W 100 x H 81 cm.
FAT MAN dining chair in white PU leather.

PURI spoon, black handle, L 20 cm.
SILVIA wineglass w/silver base, H 23.5 x D 9.5 cm.
VOTIVE big trinket w/dots, silver, H 15 cm.
PLATTER in silver, hammered look, D 31 cm.
MOVING flat plate, white, D 19 cm, 26 cm, 28.5 cm.
MOVING deep plate, white, D 22 cm.
MOVING bowl, white, D 18 cm.
The award-winning Spear wallpaper will bring a touch of luxury to any bedroom.

**Beds**

The full range is available in-store.

**ICE bed**, in white high gloss. Mattress size L 200 x W 140 cm.

**HEADLINE bed**, in black. Mattress size L 200 x W 180 cm.

**SCALA bed**, in black high gloss with storage in headboard. Mattress size L 200 x W 160 cm. **SCALA bedside table**, black. L 40 x W 40 cm.

**Duo bed**, with upholstery headboard and drawer for storage. Mattress size L 200 x W 180 cm.

**Carisma bedside table**, white with drawer. **LINE wardrobe**, in white. L 251 x D 63 x H 228 cm. **REF dresser**, in white with drawer. L 145 x D 42 x H 82 cm.


**Elite bedspread**, light pink. L 260 x W 260 cm. **Elite cushion**, light pink. L 40 x W 60 cm.

**Comfort bed linen**, white. W 140 x L 200 cm. Available in various colours and sizes.

**JAY blanket**, brown fur. W 150 x L 170 cm. **JAY cushion**, brown fur. W 45 x L 45 cm.


**Kalikasan pendant**, white metal. D 45 cm. **Spear rose wallpaper**, W 0.53 x L 10 m.
LIVE WITH LIGHT!
You need not have spent much time on reading in bed to appreciate the advantage of having an LED light in the headboard of your bed. This innovative design gives an edge to a romantic bedroom.

ROMINA bed, headboard in PU leather with LED light and white frame. Mattress size L 200 x W 180 cm. ROMINA bedside table, with one drawer in white with back panel, glass shelf and LED light. L 50 x D 39 x H 26 cm. LARGO wardrobe, in white high gloss with sand colour panels. L 274 x D 61 x H 217 cm. COMFORT bed linen, white. W 140 x L 200 cm. Available in various colours and sizes. JENNY blanket, white fur. W 140 x L 200 cm. Also available in black fur. TERRACCO silk cushion, sand colour. W 50 x L 50 cm. ELITE floor cushion, D 65 x H 30 cm. Available in many colours. ESTELLE vase in fibreglass, bronze. H 140 cm.

CAPIZ vase, beige w/dots, H 35/45/55 cm. CAPIZ chino vase, beige w/dots, H 26,5 cm.
CAPPIC vase/teelight holder, beige, H 13 cm.
VICTORIA teelight holder, H 8 cm.
Deluxe manifests itself in its many details, which makes it easy to welcome the style in your home. Vases in golden colours or earthy shades, preferably in groups, are a good start. Go for an elegant feeling and a certain volume. Have an eye for the detail and do not be afraid to choose metallic materials – however only in small doses. All in all, do not hold back with the accessories, based on the same motto. The details are decisive. Keep the colours tone-in-tone to achieve maximum elegance, and avoid wild contrasts in the colours – instead, stick to contrasts in textures, and let softness in the shape of e.g. velvet meet hardness as glass and metal.

**How to catch the style**

DeLUXE coLoUrS

estelle vase in fiberglass, bronze, H 140 cm.
estelle vase in fiberglass, offwhite, H 120 cm.
diamond vase, bronze, H 80 cm.
retro vase, bronze, H 51 cm.
boheme ceramic vase, beige w/pattern, H 77 cm.
alyse vase in silver, H 35 cm.
deco balls, aluminium, available in D 12/15/20/25/30 cm.
blanche round cushion, beige velve, D 40 cm.
orchid decorative jar w/lid, light rose, H 31 cm.
lux vase w/diamonds, white polyresin, H 53 cm.
adria cushion w/mixed embroidery, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**DELUXE COLOURS**

- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]
- [ ]

**STORAGE**

boule set of 7. From L 10 x W 10 x H 7,5 cm. to L 25,5 x W 25,5 x H 20 cm.
jewellery box w/tray and beaded tassel, L 15 x W 20 x H 10 cm.

**JEWEL**

cushion, white, L 30 x W 30 cm.
adria cushion, with flowers and leafs, L 30 x W 30 cm.
gloria cushion, offwhite, L 40 x W 60 cm.
elite cushion, light pink, L 40 x W 60 cm.
adria brown cushion w/white embroidery, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**CAPIZ**

cylindrical vase, beige, H 50 cm.

**GRAPE**

vase, bronze, H 46 cm.

**MINH**

vase in fiberglass, bronze foil, H 70 cm.

**BROCADE**

vase, aluminium, H 27 cm.

**ORCHID**

decorative jar w/lid, light rose, H 31 cm.

**LUX**

vase w/diamonds, white polyresin, H 53 cm.

**ADRIA**

cushion w/mixed embroidery, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**ESTELLE**

ease in fiberglass, bronze, H 140 cm.

**DIAMOND**

vase, bronze, H 80 cm.

**RETO**

vase, bronze, H 51 cm.
The world has become a melting pot of different cultures and it provides equal shares of coziness, energy and joy to implement this trend in the home. Use your own items of a sentimental value and mix them with funky design and ethnical details. Think bohemian, think patterns, colours, fokktales and cultures in the large puzzle, which becomes a very personal style evolving on an ongoing basis in line with your life. Patterns and motives take their origin from ancient cultures, but gain new life with a modern twist.

GLOBAL

The world has become a melting pot of different cultures and it provides equal shares of coziness, energy and joy to implement this trend in the home. Use your own items of a sentimental value and mix them with funky design and ethnical details. Think bohemian, think patterns, colours, fokktales and cultures in the large puzzle, which becomes a very personal style evolving on an ongoing basis in line with your life. Patterns and motives take their origin from ancient cultures, but gain new life with a modern twist.

GLOBAL COLOURS

DUSK: dining table, in chocolate stained veneer. L 150 x W 150 x H 75 cm.

DELFI: dining chair, in red moulded nylon with massive chrome frame. BUBBLES: carpet, multi, D 150 / D 80 cm.

ESTELLE: vase in fiberglass, orange, H 120 cm.

MULTI: candleholder on tray, black metal, D 38 / H 36 cm.

CUT: bowl, red, D 30 cm.

BUDDHA: for t-light, black, H 30 cm.

DAZZLE: wall clock, D 71 cm.

SoPHE: pendant, red glass, D 70 cm.

DELFY: dining chair, in orange moulded nylon with massive chrome frame.

MUSE: vase, petrol ceramic, H 30 or 45 cm.

MEGAN: dining chair, in grey fabric.

ITALIAN: glossy mirror, red frame, W 50 x L 80 cm.

DELFI: dining chair, in grey fabric.

MEGAN: dining chair, in grey fabric.

E: Asit: puff, red cow skin, D 50 cm x H 35 cm.

MULTI STRIPE: cow carpet, W 170 x L 240 cm.

IT: table lamp, black/fabric band, H 45 cm.

COLOR: high cabinet, in orange tone with doors and drawers. L 100 x D 36 x H 162 cm. Also available in grey tone and green tone.

NOVello: 3 seat sofa, in soft Lineta fabric. L 240 x D 98 cm. Also available as 2 seat and armchair.

MOON: bowl, aluminium pewter plated, D 33 cm.

SPINNER: vase, orange ceramic, H 26 cm.
WARM AND COSY WITH AN ETHNIC EDGE
A room quickly becomes more exciting when shelves appear in a more untraditional manner. Place them in the middle of the room and use them as room dividers or as mere decoration. Choose wide shelves with room for books to stand on both sides facing each other, so they look beautiful no matter which side of the shelf you look at. Choose accessories with a volume as a contrast to the books.

GO GLOBAL
Choose these items to catch the ethnical Global style.

ROUND puff rustique
black leather, D 60 cm.

next stripe cushion
petrol, L 40 x W 60 cm.

ANNĄ striped cushion, L 35 x W 55 cm.

LaurA cushion, black/orange, L 45 x W 45 cm.

AmANDA cushion, orange, L 45 x W 45 cm.

FlOwER dish, polished aluminium w/pattern, D 52 cm.

rippLED vAse orange ceramics, H 73 cm.

FlOwER dish, polished aluminium w/pattern, D 52 cm.

rustique leather puff, round, D 56, H 56 cm.

GAllERI wallpaper, W 0,53 x H 10,05 m.

BuDDa foto print w/brown frame, W 100 x H 100 cm.

BELLAMY corner sofa with chaise long, in Santos leather. L 340 x D 200 cm.

SENtINEL coffee table, solid oak with shelf and base in black metal. L 130 x W 65 x H 40 cm.

SENtINEL sideboard, solid oak with drawers and doors. L 200 x D 48 x H 78 cm.

SENtINEL bookcase, solid oak with 5 shelves and frame in black metal. L 190 x D 38 x H 188 cm.

BAlLOON pendant w/pattern, aluminium, available in D 33/D43/50 cm.

ArQuIMeDeS floor lamp, black shade, H 155 cm.

rippLED vAse orange ceramics, H 73 cm.

ANNĄ striped cushion, multi, L 35 x W 55 cm.

ArTiSSiMo cushion, navy blue/white, L 45 x W 45 cm.

ALADDIn cushion, navy blue/offwhite, L 45 x W 45 cm.

LAURA cushion, black/orange, L 35 x W 55 cm.

BuDDa foto print w/brown frame, W 100 x H 100 cm.

GlObal aluminium, available in D 33/D43/50 cm.

BuDDa foto print w/brown frame, W 100 x H 100 cm.

AlADDIn cushion, navy blue/offwhite, L 45 x W 45 cm.

ArTiSSiMo cushion, navy blue/white, L 45 x W 45 cm.

LAURA cushion, black/orange, L 35 x W 55 cm.

BuDDa foto print w/brown frame, W 100 x H 100 cm.
LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

LEX 3 seat sofa, in Murcia fabric. L 235 x D 92 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. LEX ottoman, in Dove fabric. L 95 x D 138 cm. Available in other colours.

GLOBAl mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm.

ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.

KALIKASAn pendants, black metal. Available in 3 sizes; D 44 cm, D 50 cm and D 56 cm.

GLOBAL mirror, multi colours, W 56 x H 92 cm. ETHNIC bowl, black aluminium/shiny purple or shiny pink inside, D 20 cm or D 41 cm.
ROCKY dining table, in solid oak on a metal base. L 210 x W 90 x H 76 cm. BESS dining chair, black with solid oak frame. Also available in pure white. STRADA A-shaped wall unit, black lacquer. L 100 x D 40 x H 188 cm. EFFECT original painting, grey/black, W 100 x H 100 cm. TREASURE shaggy carpet, purple. Available in various colours and sizes. CELESTE pendant, black metal/gold inside, D 55 cm. CELESTE floor lamp, black metal/gold inside, H 160 cm. FUSION blanket, green/purple, L 130 x W 200 cm. JEHÅ barstool, black PU leather, adjustable seat height 60 to 83 cm. PLUMP barstool, silver PU leather, adjustable seat height 60 to 83 cm. Also available in black, white and bronze PU leather. PUFFIN barstool, black PU leather, adjustable seat height 62 to 85 cm. LIMA bar table, white. L 111.5 x W 56 x H 96 cm. LIMA barstool, in white, black or red.
A MOSAIC of dreams and details

FLOAT bed, wenge. Mattress size L 200 x W 180 cm. AURORA bedside table, wenge with 2 drawers. L 60 x D 45,5 x H 45 cm. INGINE wardrobe, black with sliding doors. L 102 x D 67 x H 213 cm. FANCY mirror, brown/black. D 111 cm. COLOURFUL round stool w/wooden legs, D 40 x H 45 cm. COLOURFUL bench w/wooden legs, L 100 x W 54 x H 38 cm. MADELEINE table lamp, black shade. H 87 cm. BRICE cushion w/flowers and leaves, L 40 x W 60 cm. GOA cushion, multi. L 45 x W 45 cm. ATHMOSPHERE carpet, multi, available in various colours and sizes.

LYNNE bed linen, purple. Available in W 140 x 200/220 cm, W 200 x 220 cm and W 240 x 240 x 220 cm.

COMFORT bed linen, petrol blue. W 140 x L 200/220 cm.

COLOURFUL square stool w/wooden legs, L 30 x W 35 x H 35 cm.

ASIT cow skin puff, golden or purple. D 50 x H 35 cm.

Style tip: Let the details turn your bedroom into an inviting space of peace and relaxation.

LENÉ SCHLEMMAN
Head stylist at ID design HQ
FUNCTIONAL – DAY AND NIGHT
Most homes have rooms with multiple functions. Here multifunctional furniture
is a great asset, regardless of whether it is shelves for books and the possessions
of guests or if it is desks, which also function as decorative shelves. Sofa beds are
popular in the daytime for teen-agers and excellent as spare beds at night.

**PUZZLE** sleeper, grey with red stitches. L 200 x D 93 cm.
**TECH** bookcase, in white with base in black metal. L 95 x D 40 x H 144 cm.
**GUNNAR** vase, multi striped, H 38 cm.
**ANNAL** striped cushion, L 35 x W 55 cm.
**STAR** cushion, black/grey, L 45 x W 45 cm.
**ROBIE** fake fur blanket, blue, L 170 x W 130 cm.
**ELITE** floor cushion, petrol blue/orange, L 65 x W 65 x H 30 cm.

**DULUX** sleeper, orange/green with one pillow cover for storage of bed linen, L 200 x W 80 cm.

**SALERNO** sleeper, Leeds fabric with colour buttons, L 201 x D 91 cm.

**KEAN** sleeper, in Leeds fabric with top in memory foam for better sleeping comfort, L 195 x D 91 cm.

**TECH** desk, in white with base in black metal. L 140 x D 65 x H 102 cm.
**COSMOS** office chair, in white PU leather.

**GLOBAL**

**ON THE EDGE WALL** clock, black, D 42 cm.
**ONE-TWO-THREE** wall clock, grey, L 35 x W 35 cm.
**MULTI GLOBE** wall clock, multi coloured, D 40 cm.
**SYMMETRY** wall clock, white, D 37.5 cm.
How to catch the style

Global begins with your own history – in the shape of souvenirs and heirlooms, and the trick is then to find things to supplement them. Let every single piece of accessory stand out from the rest and ooze of being unique. Create a mosaic of colours and patterns, which ensures a better coherence in terms of energy and warmth. So there is plenty of space to create personal rooms, not least with accessories of handmade details.

GLOBAL COLOURS

CARLO box set, set of 4. LYDA jewellery box, orange. CARLO jewellery box, turquoise/orange. SEAGRASS basket, available in various colours and sizes.

AMAZING DOG cushion, L 30 x W 45 cm. BRICE cushion w/large flowers, L 40 x W 40 cm. NAMASTE cushion, L 45 x W 45 cm. JUDE cushion, black/petrol blue, L 45 x W 45 cm. ALLEGRIA cushion, black/flowers, L 45 x W 45 cm.

ESTELLE vase in fiberglass, metallic orange, H 140 cm. ESTELLE vase in fiberglass, orange, H 120 cm. MINI block puff in cow skin, multi, D 50 x H 35 cm. CHUNKY candle holder, orange, H 42 cm. CHILLI ceramic vase, H 65 cm. CHILLI ceramic vase, H 65 cm. CANDELA holder, red aluminium. Available in various sizes and colours. BRICE cushion w/small embroidered flowers, L 50 x W 50 cm. DAJODA cushion w/crochet roses, L 55 x W 55 cm.
Strong bonds with nature and a powerful Scandinavian design tradition characterize Upnordic, which is light yet solid at the same time. The numerous salutes to nature are seen in the organic forms, soft edges and symmetry. Natural materials are preferred, which gives room for exceptional crafts in the solid furniture as well as the soft and often knitted textiles. Simplicity is a recurrent theme, as well as for the choice of colours, which particularly consists of delicate green and simple, soft sandy colours.

UP NORDIC COLOURS

TALCA 3 seat sofa with chaise long, in Dallas fabric. L 302 x D 163 cm CAPRI handtufted carpet, grey/white, L 240 x W 170 cm LEATHER puff, black, D 60 cm HANGOVER floor lamp, white. TIKI magazine holder for sofa armrest, beige cow hide, available in various colours. DAWN cushion with leaf embroidery, L 30 x W 50 cm. BAMBI cushion, offwhite, L 40 x W 60 cm. DAWN cushion with embroidered circles, L 50 x W 50 cm. CHUNKY knit blanket, grey, L 150 x W 170 cm. FAUX tray, grey, D 50 cm. Also available in L 50 x W 30 cm. CHILI vase, white ceramics, H 35 cm. BULLET vase, green ceramics, H 31 cm. ROULF bord, white, H 25 cm. Also available in black. GREEN SEA original painting, green colours, W 50 x L 150 cm.

A HORIZON II metal print, green, W 100 x L 100 cm B HORIZON I metal print, green, W 100 x L 100 cm C ADRIANO 3.5 seat sofa, in stain resistant Pavia fabric. L 241 x D 97 cm D COLOR high cabinet, in green tone with drawers and doors. L 100 x D 36 x H 162 cm E TROPHY moose, black, W 80 x H 65 cm F AGNES cushion, striped green, L 35 x W 55 cm G AMANDA cushion, green dots, W 35 x L 55 cm H SOFT DOG pendant, shiny grey glass, D 46 cm. Also available in mat white glass. I GLOSS mirror, green, W 55 x L 160 cm J PANADANUS baskets, cream with brown handles, W 20 x L 24 x H 21 cm and W 25 x L 31 x H 30 cm K WELLINGTON corner sofa with open end, in Santos leather. L 293 x D 223 cm L IRIS coffee table, in white with oak base. L 90 cm.

TALCA 3 seat sofa with chaise long, in Dallas fabric. L 302 x D 163 cm CAPRI handtufted carpet, grey/white, L 240 x W 170 cm LEATHER puff, black, D 60 cm HANGOVER floor lamp, white. TIKI magazine holder for sofa armrest, beige cow hide, available in various colours. DAWN cushion with leaf embroidery, L 30 x W 50 cm. BAMBI cushion, offwhite, L 40 x W 60 cm. DAWN cushion with embroidered circles, L 50 x W 50 cm. CHUNKY knit blanket, grey, L 150 x W 170 cm. FAUX tray, grey, D 50 cm. Also available in L 50 x W 30 cm. CHILI vase, white ceramics, H 35 cm. BULLET vase, green ceramics, H 31 cm. ROULF bord, white, H 25 cm. Also available in black. GREEN SEA original painting, green colours, W 50 x L 150 cm.
HEAVY t-light holders in thick glass. Available in H 6.5 cm and H 9 cm and in various colours. HEAVY vase/flower pot, H 12 cm and H 14 cm. Available in various colours. HEAVY bowl in thick glass, D 15 cm. Available in various colours.

OLIVIA coffee table, clear glass with base in walnut veneer. L 70 x W 120 cm.

ICE coffee table, white with turning tops. L 80 x W 120 cm.


SUPERNOVA nest of table, in white. L 50 x W 30 x H 42 and L 50 x W 30 x H 36 cm. FUZZIL wall unit, white. L 132.5 x D 30 x H 200 cm. SPRING HORIZON original painting, green colours, W 100 x L 150 cm. DAWN cushion w/mix flowers, L 40 x W 40 cm. DAWN cushions w/green flowers, L 50 x W 50 cm. MY DEAR cushion, brown/white, L 50 x W 50 cm. MOSAIK 2 cow carpet, beige/brown, L 240 x W 170 cm. AMANDA table lamp, wooden base w/white shade and red fabric cord, H 70 cm.
**SIENA** 301 U-shape sofa, in stain resistant Pavia fabric. L 324 x D 391 cm. Available in other sizes and colours.

**AXIS** coffee table, in white with storage. L 116 x W 66 x H 35 cm.

**BEATRIX** floor lamp, white shade, H 160 cm. Also available in large, black and brown

**STAIRS** handtufted carpet, dark blue/black, L 240 x W 170 cm.

**ELITE** floor cushion, D 65 x H 30 cm. Available in many colours.

**PANDANUS** basket, green, L 51 x W 30 x H 25 cm.

**EAGLEWING** cushion, green, L 40 x W 60 cm.

**LITTLE HILL** cushion, green triangles, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**BOB** cushion, green/grey/black/white, L 50 x W 50 cm.

**THE ORIGINAL** canvas print, green colours, W 150 x L 120 cm.

**VITALIS** TV unit, white. L 387 x D 45 x H 75 cm.

**UPNORDIC**

**SPINNER** vase, dark grey ceramic, H 35 cm.

**MUSE** vase, green ceramic, H 30 or H 45 cm.

**PIPE** vase, dark grey ceramic, H 36 or H 57 cm.

**BOBBLE** vase, shiny green, H 25, H 35 or H 50 cm.

**BOTTLES** trio vase, green, H 29 cm.

**MAITILDA** I original painting, green/brown colours, W 100 x L 100 cm.

**MAITILDA II** original painting, green/brown colours, W 100 x L 100 cm.

**UPNORDIC**

**STYLE TIP:** Embrace the Upnordic style by placing gallery on the floor. This provides an edge and a curated look.

**DESIGNER’S CHOICE**
A NORDIC OASIS
of peace and design

INDIANA 3 seat sofa, fitted with Rio fabric. L 225 x D 90 cm.

SOFAS
SEE OUR full range in store

ID FLEX 4 seat sofa, in soft Ritz leather. L 316 x D 92 cm.

BARCELONA corner sofa with open end, in Platia fabric. L 302 x D 213 cm.

CAPRI 111 3 seat sofa, in stain resistant Andria fabric. L 259 x D 97 cm. Available in other sizes and colours. OLIVIA coffee table, clear glass with base in walnut veneer. L 70 x W 120 cm. OLIVIA corner table, clear glass with base in walnut veneer. L 60 x W 60 x H 40 cm.

CAPRI 111 corner sofa with chaise long, in stain resistant Suma fabric. L 315 x D 315 cm.

DUPION silk cushion, green, L 50 x W 50 cm. MOLLY cushion, brown, L 45 x W 45 cm.

BArcelonA corner sofa with open end, in Platin fabric. L 302 x D 213 cm.

CAPRI 111 corner sofa with chaise long, in stain resistant Suma fabric. L 315 x D 315 cm.

OLIVIA leather cushion, L 50 x W 50 cm. MAYA leather cushion, L 30 x W 50 cm. VERONA velvet cushion, dark brown, L 50 x W 50 cm. WHEEL floor lamp, black shade and green cord, H 135 cm. GRENOBLE floor vase, black highgloss fiberglass, H 90 cm. GRENoble floor vase, black highgloss fiberglass, H 110 cm. FORREST round cow skin with pattern, brown/white/black, D 150 cm / D 200 cm. MAGGI original painting, W 100 x L 100 cm.
GOLPNORDIC
Choose this item to catch the organic Upnordic styling.

ROUND sideboard, white/oak with built-in LED light. L 205 x D 42 x H 101 cm.

CAST pendant, white or grey ceramic. D 24,5 x W 31 cm.

ACCESSIBLE canvas print, light turquoise with black letters. W 90 x H 120 cm.

BLIZZ dining table, white. L 110 x H 74,5 cm. BESK dining chair, white.

TUPP dining table, in white high gloss. L 220 x W 100 x H 76 cm.

CENDO dining chair, in grey micro-fiber.

DECK dining table, in white with 2 extensions. L 220/315 x W 95 x H 75 cm. DOLPHINE dining chair, light brown leather. ROUND sideboard, white/oak with built-in LED light. L 205 x D 42 x H 101 cm. HIGH HEELS rug, canvas print, W 150 x L 200 cm. SARAH pendant, light grey. D 65 cm. Also available in white, black and brown. SARAH table lamp, light grey. H 64 cm. Also available in white, black and brown. TILE cow carpet, brown/off-white. L 240 x W 170 cm. ROUND sideboard, white/oak. L 205 x D 42 x H 101 cm.
TWIST bed, in white/grey with storage. Mattress size L 200 x W 180 cm. SLOT bedside table, white/ grey with drawer. L 45 x D 45 x H 42.5 cm. AURORA drawer, in white with 6 drawers. L 180 x D 53 x H 82 cm. SNOW mirror, white, W 50 x H 170 cm. COLD VIEW bed linen, grey, L 200 x W 140 cm. HERBA bedspread, dark grey, L 240 x W 155 cm. EMELY table lamp, white/white shade, H 49 cm. Also available in silver RAY carpet, dark blue, available in various colours and sizes. LOUISE cushion, grey w/ circles, L 35 x W 55 cm. LASSIE laundry box in waterhyacinth, H 12 cm. GHOST lounge chair, in stain resistant Planet fabric.

SENSUOUS BALANCE
in the bedroom

TRANQUILITY is an essential feature, when a bedroom is styled. If you already have colours in your bedroom, then choose a matching bed linen. If you want to start all over, consider choosing the same colour for the wall as for the bed linen. This will create consistency and a good balance.

TWIST bed linen, light grey, W 140 x L 200/ 220 cm. Also available in green.

TRINIDAD LEAVES bed linen white/ black, W 140 x L 200/220 cm.

LITTLE MILLS bed linen, black/grey/ white, W 140 x L 200/220 and W 200 x L 200/220 cm. Also available in petrol/ purple.

DELIA bedspread in 100 % silk, available in white, offwhite and grey, W 160 x L 240 cm or W 240 x L 240 cm.

SLEEP PEACEFULLY

TWIST bed linen, in white/grey with storage. Mattress size L 200 x W 180 cm. SLOT bedside table, white/ grey with drawer. L 45 x D 45 x H 42.5 cm. AURORA drawer, in white with 6 drawers. L 180 x D 53 x H 82 cm. SNOW mirror, white, W 50 x H 170 cm. COLD VIEW bed linen, grey, L 200 x W 140 cm. HERBA bedspread, dark grey, L 240 x W 155 cm. EMELY table lamp, white/white shade, H 49 cm. Also available in silver RAY carpet, dark blue, available in various colours and sizes. LOUISE cushion, grey w/ circles, L 35 x W 55 cm. LASSIE laundry box in waterhyacinth, H 12 cm. GHOST lounge chair, in stain resistant Planet fabric.

SENSUOUS BALANCE
in the bedroom

TRANQUILITY is an essential feature, when a bedroom is styled. If you already have colours in your bedroom, then choose a matching bed linen. If you want to start all over, consider choosing the same colour for the wall as for the bed linen. This will create consistency and a good balance.

TWIST bed linen, light grey, W 140 x L 200/ 220 cm. Also available in green.

TRINIDAD LEAVES bed linen white/ black, W 140 x L 200/220 cm.

LITTLE MILLS bed linen, black/grey/ white, W 140 x L 200/220 and W 200 x L 200/220 cm. Also available in petrol/ purple.

DELIA bedspread in 100 % silk, available in white, offwhite and grey, W 160 x L 240 cm or W 240 x L 240 cm.
How to catch the style

There is plenty of room for experimenting, but start with natural materials and natural colours. Flax, wood, glass, wool, cotton, rush and similar materials provide colours, forms as well as textures, which inevitably make you think of Scandinavia. Woven, plaited, knitted or other surfaces, that appear handmade, are a must. It is also an advantage, if the colours are natural and thus supplement the underplayed Scandinavian look.

UP NORDIC COLOURS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>Lasse box in water hyacinth, set of 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td>Lasse square box in water hyacinth, set of 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cream</td>
<td>Pandanus box w/handle, cream, set of 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey</td>
<td>White box w/lid, set of 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>Tiki boxes w/lid, available in various colours and sizes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

URBAN COLOURS

Taut, funny and extremely modern – urban is a celebration of geometry, clear colours and graphic prints. The style can be made wild, but with a base of black and white in clear lines, there is room for experimenting and finding out, how far you wish to take it. The straight lines add an edge in the shape of a futuristic and iconic design, graphical details, 3D-effect and a playing with patterns and angles. The surfaces are dominated by high gloss and mat lacquer.

ID FLEX 3 seat with open arm, in leather. L 251 x D 92 cm.
TRIPOD floor lamp, grey base w/white glass shade, H 145 cm.
ROPE table, white table top and black/white rope, H 45 cm x D 45 cm.
CIRKEL cushion, aqua, L 50 x W 45 cm. Also available with orange or black rope base.
EAGLE knit cushion, grey/black, L 40 x W 60 cm.
DOCK pendant, white aluminium, D 44 cm.

ID FLEX 3 seat with open end, in stain resistant Verona fabric. L 280 x D 100 cm.
VICTOR cushion, grey w/turquoise buttons, W 40 x L 40 cm. Available in various colours.
HECTOR cushion, light turquoise, W 50 x L 50 cm. Available in various colours.
LOTUS box, green.
BERLIN room divider, white. L 150 x W 34 x H 159 cm.
HORIZON metal print, blue, W 60 x L 150 cm.
DOLPHINE lounge chair, black leather.
FADECETTE coffee table, white. L 60 x W 120 x H 41 cm.
LIGHT SAINT table lamp, white metal and red fabric cord, H 50 cm.
TRUMPET vase, black ceramic. H 55 cm.
TRUMPET vase, black ceramic, H 60 cm.
GEOMETRY lights mirror, white w/black stripes, W 90 x L 50 x D 68 cm.
You can adjust the back on all splitback lounge elements. So in just 1 min you have a comfortable sleeper.

POMBAI wall unit, white. L 271 x D 34 x H 224 cm.

SPLITBACK sofa/sleeper, Black PU leather. L 210 x D 90 cm.

SPLITBACK chair, black PU leather. L 90 x D 90 cm.

SPLITBACK chaise long, black PU leather. L 100 x D 200 cm.

SUZU POP canvas print, red/white letters. W 110 x L 150 cm.

TUNNEL floor lamp, black. H 165 cm. Also available in orange.

CIRKEL cushion, red. L 50 x W 50 cm.

AMANDA cushion, black/grey. L 30 x W 55 cm.

AGNES cushion, black/white. L 45 x W 45 cm.

Z-FLOOR lamp, black metal. H 56 cm. Also available in white, orange and silver.

ALICE table lamp, clear glass/red. H 40 cm.

KOMAR fotostat, L 368 x W 254 cm.

LEAF canvas print, red. W 70 x L 70 cm.

Z-TABLE lamp, white metal. H 35 cm. Also available in silver, black, pink and purple.
A BASIC WAY
of living with colours

SMALL CARPET – BIG IMPACT
Carpet is an easy way to give a room a unique and exciting expression. The floor is the largest surface of the room, and playing with its graphical expression gives an unexpected large effect.

LUGO 3 seat, in brown fabric. L 242 x D 95 cm. Also available in 2 seat and as armchair. PAPILLON lounge chair, in soft Balder leather. QUE COFFEE table, white high gloss, L 60 x W 120 cm. QUE CORNER table, white high gloss. L 45 x W 45 cm. FLOW table lamp, white metal, H 44 cm. Also available in black and grey. ALBerte floor lamp, black metal, H 204 cm. LITTLE HILLS cushion, black/grey/white triangles, L 50 x W 50 cm. EAGLe knit cushion, grey/black, L 40 x W 50 cm. HELix tufted carpet, black/white, D 150 cm / D 90 cm. GLASS shadow w/turquoise letters, W 80 x L 80 cm.

QUE dining table, white high gloss. L 90 x W 180 cm. DIAMANT dining chair, clear acrylic. MISTY canvas print, trees, blue colours, W 90 x L 120 cm. SOFT TRUMPET pendant, black metal, D 50 cm. POOL bowl light turquoise ceramic, D 40 cm. QUE SIDEBOARD, white high gloss. L 120 x D 45 x H 81 cm. DISHY drapery carpet, shiny black, L 240 x W 170 cm. Available in various colours and sizes.
LARISSA bed, white bycast. Mattress size L 200 x 180 cm. POP bedside table, white. BALL table lamp, orange, H 45 cm. Also available in black and white. SODA POP bedside table, black/white/ grey, L 200 x W 140 cm. Also available in L 220 x W 260 cm. ELITE bedspread, grey, L 260 x W 260 cm. HECTOR cushion, grey, L 50 x W 50 cm. ELIAS cushion, grey/orange, L 50 x W 50 cm. VICTOR cushion, orange, L 40 x W 70 cm. PEBBLES cow hide, black/grey/white, L 240 x W 170 cm. CHAIRS vocal print, W 80 x L 80 cm.

LARISSA bed, white bycast. Mattress size L 200 x 180 cm. POP bedside table, white. BALL table lamp, orange, H 45 cm. Also available in black and white. SODA POP bedside table, black/white/ grey, L 200 x W 140 cm. Also available in L 220 x W 260 cm. ELITE bedspread, grey, L 260 x W 260 cm. HECTOR cushion, grey, L 50 x W 50 cm. ELIAS cushion, grey/orange, L 50 x W 50 cm. VICTOR cushion, orange, L 40 x W 70 cm. PEBBLES cow hide, black/grey/white, L 240 x W 170 cm. CHAIRS vocal print, W 80 x L 80 cm.

SMALL COLOUR EXPLOSIONS
When two rooms such as a bathroom and a bedroom are adjoining, it is important to create coherence. Both rooms require peace and overview, so using colours in that process is an obvious choice. Choose neutral ground colours such as black and white, and create coherence with just one other colour – preferably one with an edge and visibility.
How to catch the style

Urban style is to a large extent created via the accessories. The large lines are kept tight, so the style finds expression with colours, forms, patterns and personality in boxes, vases, pillows, bowls and not least the pictures on the wall. You can turn it up – or down – depending on your courage, but choose colours with a little edge, which will give a genuine urban feeling.

URBAN COLOURS

ANNA ceramic vase, white w/black stripes, H D 34 x H 50 cm. VALDEMAR vase in fiberglass, matt black lacquer, H 90 cm. ALBERT vase, orange, H 56 cm.

TIKI boxes in various colours and sizes.

ASIT cushion in cowhide, orange/black, H 30 x L 50 cm. ELIAS cushion, chequered pattern w/orange edge, L 50 x H 50 cm. LITTLE HILLS cushion, black/grey/white triangles, L 50 x W 50 cm. HECTOR cushion, black/grey, L 50 x H 50 cm. ICE cushion, fake fur in black, L 45 x H 45 cm.

EMMA aluminium bowl w/orange inside, D 51 cm. VISIONARY ceramic vase, black, H 35 cm. MEGAN ceramic vase, orange, H 60 cm. ADA ceramic vase, white w/colourful circles, D 18 x H 45 cm. BLAIR vase, black, H 70 cm. ESTELLE vase in fiberglass, black, H 120 cm. ASIT puff in cowhide, orange/black, D 30 x H 35 cm. NEW YORK cushion, black/grey, W 45 x L 60 cm. AIRPLANE pendant, black metal, D 50 x H 25 cm.
VINO chandelier, D 50 cm.
LOUVRE floor lamp, 5 shades in white metal, H 175 cm.
LIGHT SAINT table lamp, white metal base and shade, red fabric cord, H 50 cm.
Z-TABLE lamp, metal satin finish, H 35 cm.
Z-TABLE lamp, black metal, H 35 cm.
 Also available in white.
ALEXANDRA table lamp, creme white shade, H 61 cm.
JOSEPHINE pendant, hammered aluminum, D 45 cm.
ISABELLA table lamp w/lt, H 34 cm.
 Available in various colours.
MARGARET round floor lamp, D 50 cm.
MARGARET round floor lamp, D 60 cm.
VISIONARY table lamp, black shiny ceramic, H 72 cm.
HOLE lamp, white ceramic base and black shade, H 51 cm.
KAUKASAN pendant, black metal, D 44 cm.
 Also available in D 50 and D 56 cm.
KAUKASAN table lamp, black metal, H 60 cm.
BALLON pendant, aluminium, H 50 cm.
ZHE table lamp, black metal, H 50 cm.
TAKE AWAY table lamp, orange base/white shade, H 35 cm.

LOUVRE CLASSIC cluster pendant, 7 metal shades, D 48 cm.
JOSEPHINE pendant, hammered aluminium, D 45 cm.
MELANGE GRANDE cluster pendant, white metal shades in different designs, D 60 x H 150 cm.
SWEET HOME floor lamp, white metal, H 160 cm.
Also available in black metal.
WOODY table lamp, dark brown wood, H 55 cm.
Also available in natural light wood.
COVER pendant, shiny aluminium/silver inside, D 44 cm.
KAUKASAN table lamp, black metal, H 60 cm.
 Also available in H 90 and H 160 cm.
SOFT DOG pendant, glossy grey, D 46 cm.
Also available in mat white.
COPENHAGEN table lamp, chrome base/white glass shade.
Dexter floor lamp, white base/3 white shades.
HELSINKI floor lamp, black wood/black shade, H 140 cm.
Also available in light wood/white shade and as table lamp.
LIGHT SAINT table lamp, chrome with red fabric cord, H 50 cm.
AIRPLANE pendant, black shiny metal, D 50 cm.
Also available in white shiny metal.
DOCK pendant, alu grey, D 44 cm.
PIED floor lamp, mat black.
Also available in glossy grey.

LIGHTING

DELUXE

GLOBAL

UPNORDIC

URBAN
**DELUXE**

A. BUTTERFLY oil painting, silver/gold, W 100 x L 100 cm.

B. WIDE OPEN 3 original painting w/stripes, W 70 x L 140 cm.

C. GOLDY original painting, gold colours, W 120 x L 170 cm.

D. LOUISA original painting, w/circles, W 100 x L 100 cm.

**GLOBAL**

E. TREE BOARD wood look, W 80 x L 120 cm.

F. DREAM BUDDHA oil painting, W 80 x L 100 cm.

G. COLOURFUL ASIAN BOWLS foto print, multi colours, W 60 x L 80 cm.

H. WATER STORM canvas print, turquoise w/circles, W 110 x L 150 cm.

**UPNORDIC**

I. ADVENTURE canvas print, brown/turquoise, W 110 x L 130 cm.

J. EMILIE original painting, brown colours, W 90 x L 120 cm.

K. YES original painting, green colours w/black letters, W 100 x L 100 cm.

L. LEAF original painting, green, W 75 x L 95 cm.

**URBAN**

M. URBAN canvas print, w/white letters, W 90 x L 120 cm.

N. TOWER vocal print, W 80 x L 80 cm.

O. SKYLINE 1 original painting, multi colours, W 70 x L 140 cm.

P. RAXOS 1 original painting, multi colours, W 118 x L 150 cm.
Carpets are graphical and beautiful separately, but use them in clusters and experience a completely new expression in your room. Just as long as they harmonize in colours, a new whole will automatically be created.

A BUBBLES cow carpet, multi
B DISHY shaggy carpet, red
C TASTY handtufted carpet, dark purple
D CENTURY isalm carpet, petrol blue
E PATCH cow carpet, multi.
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